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Mistic Staff
Meeting Today
At 3 P.M.
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MSC's 75th Anniversary Year (1887-1962^
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"That's Entertainment"

Want Ad Column
Coming Soon
Watch For Further
Announcements

Tonight
Janis Eckstrand

"That's Entertainment," Sig
Tau Songfest, will be presented
tonight and tomorrow night at
8:15 p.m. in Weld Hall.
Following weeks of planning
and preparation all ten acts are
ready to go. A great deal of
time has been spent planning
costumes and working out rou
tines.
This year's co-chairmen are
Ed Schwartz, Minneapolis, and
Jewett Benson, Moorhead. Be
ing chairmen of an event the
size of songfest consumes a
great deal of time! As well as
choosing the theme for the pro
duction, they also must make all
the arrangements for the event.

Pi Mu Phi sorority belts out "Circus On Parade" in finale of their Songfest skit

Gamma Nus Plan
National Affiliation
Recent announcement has
been made of the plans of the
Gamma Nu Sorority to affiliate
with the Delta Zeta National
Sorority. The affiliation awaits
the approval of the Moorhead
State Council on Student Af
fairs. Final steps of the ap
proval are in progress.
The Gams have worked to
ward their national affiliation
since last fall. The Delta Zeta

CLOWNS: Ruth Poels, Mary Norgren and Nancy
Norgren, left to right, clown it up in the Pi's
Songfest skit, "International Showtime"

Neumaier Named Off iter
Of State College Group

by Jim Jasken
Members of the Association
» of Minnesota Colleges which
met at Moorhead last Friday
elected Dr. John Neumaier as
vice-president of the organiza.
9 tion.
In attendance were representitives of 23 public and private
colleges and the University of
Minnesota.
Dr. Ralph Berdie, Director of
the U. of Minnesota Counseling
Bureau, gave a report on the as
sociation's 40 year-old program
— the English and apptitude
test given to high school jun
iors.
Dr. Berdie pointed out that
there were 45,000 juniors in
Minnesota high schools in 1961
and 54,000 in 1962, showing the
fantastic rate of our rising pop
ulation.
Martin Snoke, As s i s t a n t
Dean of Students at the Un
iversity of Minnesota outlined a
plan of communication between
the high schools and colleges by
the use of electric computers.

The association adopoted a
resolution proposed by Dean
Wesley Waage of Fergus Falls
Junior College urging the leg
islature to continue financial
aid to the Liaison Committee on
Higher Education, which the
house bill on education would
eliminate.
Dean E. W. McDiarmid of the
University's College of Science,
Literature and the Arts, was
elected president of the associa
tion, succeeding Sister Ann Ed
ward, president of the College
of St. Scholastics at Duluth.

Neumaier, Ippolito,
and Flood write on
Noice, Rau, and
Murray. (See page

4.)

Extension Director, Mrs. Haven,
of Des Moines, Iowa, made a
personal visit to the sorority
to announce the appproval
granted by the National Council
of Delta Zeta to the Gamma Nu
Sorority to comprise a chapter
at MSC.
Pledging cermonies will be
held this spring. An early fall
date has tentatively been set for
formal initiation.

The theme "That's EnterainmenC is being carried out by
the themes of the ten participat
ing groups. These groups are
the Sigma Tua Gamma, "Girls—
Man's Best Enterainment"; Be
ta Chi, "Granny DaWald's Toy
Shop"; Sigma Alpha Iota, "Com
mercial Commotion"; Pi Mu Phi,
"International Showtime'; Gam
ma Nu "In Cindervilli. . .
Owls, "Calypsonian Carnival";
Comstock Hall, "It's a Big Wide
Wonderful School"; Alpha Lamba Epsilon, "The Faculty Meet
ing"; Psi Delta Kappa "Calling
Dr. Chasey."
Gary GuTlickson, a senior
from Fargo, North Dakota, is
the Master of Cermonies.
Those who attend are sure to
enjoy themselves while watch
ing the colorful acts that are
filled with songs: and dances.
Each skit revolves around the
individual group's theme; which
corresponds to the main theme.
Tickets are available from
members of participating organ
izations and Sigma Tua Gam
mas Fraternity Members. Tick
ets can be purchased at the door
for both permormances. Prices
are $1.00 for adults and $.50 for
children 12 and under.
All proceeds from the Song
fest go into the Sigma Tau Gam
ma
Freshman
Scholarships
Fund. Last year four $100 scho
larships were awarded.

Three Tons Of Yearbooks Arrive

More than three tons of year
books, 2,000 copies of the 75th
Anniversity edition 1963 DRAG
ON, were delivered to MSC on
April 26 and 29. Members of
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity
carried the 80 boxes, weighing
more than 75 pounds each, from
the mail room to the second
floor of MacLean Hall, to be
stored in the MISTIC Morgue.
Tentative date for distribu
tion of the annuals has been
moved up from June 1 to May
15. Notice will be given via the
MISTIC, bulletin boards, post
ers, and when plans have been
completed.
Most of the funds for publish
ing the yearbook are provided
by the Student Commission,
from student activity fees.
There is also some income
from advertising sales, book
sales, and the $5 per page fee
paid by organizations which ap
pear in the annual.
Any student who has paid
three $10 student activity fees,
for fall, winter, and spring
quarters of 1962-63, is entitled
to one copy without further
charge.
Additional copies are $3 each,
although actual cost of each
book is between $4 and $4.50,
including printing, photography,
shipping charges, and other
costs.

An alphabetical list of all
students is now being prepared,
indicating which have paid one,
two, or thrte student activity
fees during the current acade
mic year.
A stuent who has paid this fee
only fall and winter, winter
and spring, or fall and spring
quarters, will have to pay $1 ad
ditional to secure a copy.

A student who has paid the
activity fee for one quarter only
—fall, winter or spring—must
pay $2 additional.
Any other purchaser must
pay $3, as must a student who
wants a second copy.
Read the MISTIC and the bul
letin boards for final announce
ment concerning distribution of
the 1963 DRAGON.

Hollis Nelson Selected
As Peace Corps Intern

Hollis Nelson

by Vern Overby
Hollis Nelson, a junior from
Fergus Falls, was one of 20 col
lege students chosen for a Stu
dents Intern Program with the
Peace Corps this summer.
The position pays $1,025 for
the period from June 17,
through August 30.
Final acceptance of Nelson in
to the Intern program is sub
ject to security clearance.
Hollis was chosen from a
field of contestants from col
leges and Universities across
the Nation.
At MSC, Hollis is a political
science major; President of Cir
cle K; President of Interational
Relations Club, and a member
of young Democrats.
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Bits And Pieces
On The Editor's Desk

As We all know, President Kennedy wants the populace 10 be
physically fit. The last craze to hit the nation was the 50 mile hike.
Well, Tuesday afternoon three gentlemen from the college across
the river (NDSU) stopped in to see me with some information that
I think merits passing or* to you.
It seems these young men, and one other buddy, want to com
ply with President Kennedy, but find hiking just a little to com
monplace, so decided to try a canoe trip. A trip to Canada proved
a little more than a college student's wallet could handle, so they
will use the common boundary of North Dakota and Minnesota, the
Red River of the North.
They will leave tomorrow for Grand Forks, a distance of 350
miles by river, on a journey that was last attempted in 1945. The
result of that excursion was the death of the two adventurers.
This classifies these four, Tony Sotologno, Bill Faught, Chuck
Olson, and Tim Rooney, as fools, glory seekers, or very courageous
young men. I really hope it's the latter, fellas.
All four of them are members of the NDSU chapter of Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Congratulations to the new Commissioners. Espically Presi
dent Jim Jasken and Athletic Commissioner Larry Larson. Both of
them serve on the staff of the Mistic, Jim as a reporter and Larry
as the very capable sports editor.
I saw the play Friday night ,and my hat is off to the members
of the cast. Everyone gave a marvelous performance as Dr. Hansen
again succeeded in turing out another "masterpiece".
The following new columns will be initiated his week:
"Socially Speaking" by Renee Larson
"A Temporarily Unnamed Column" by Diane DuCharme
"The Dragon Slayer" by Jim Lobsinger
A want ad column is in the making, and announcement will be
made on this next week. It will be handled by Norm Olson.
One last thing before I write -39-, and that's. . . . Good Luck
on your trip, fellas, and may- yew arrive safely!
S.B.

Responsible To All
To make this as sweet and unsweet as possible, let me begin
by saying that the editorial (which was a hasty premonition and not
an editorial) written last week was directed at disorganization and
in no way reflected my feelings on the outcome of the election. I
understand that some of you took what I wrote the wrong way.
What I did say was written and meant. Since then I have managed
to corral the information I wanted last week and, I'm satisfied. I
know that what I wrote last week, in part, was truje. Firstly, in
relation to the amount of students voting, there were not enough
counters. Secondly it would've been a lot easier for all concerned
if there would've been separate ballots. And thirdly, I think both
the advocators and complainers realize this and, probably a few
things this often times non-political mind didn'tconsider. My polities
now revolve around the responsibility of reporting en an impartial
basis. I was undoubtedly mad after not receiving straight answers
last week, but not too mad not to know what I was writing. To
me, there is logic in being honest and conveying feelings — even if
it hurts in some areas. Our responsibility is to all and it will con
tinue to be to all?
• The office of the president, treasurer and forensics commiss
ioner were counted eight times before a final judgement was af
firmed.
• The women's dorm commissioner and the off-campus com
missioner officers were the only two counted once.
• All the other offices were counted at least twice.
I found the actual counting process when completely explained
to me, satisfactory. I was also told that anyone who wanted to
know the outcome and the way it was handled, so- on and so forth,
was available at the scene last Thursday night. And,, for some
definite reasons, I have a strong hunch that everything will be
effectively handled differently next year.

A FOX and a GOOSE! What organization sponsored this?

Student Sculpture Now On Display
by L. W. Wright
Currently on display on the
third floor of MacLean Hall is
an array of sculptured work by
some of the students of Mr. Mar
cel Stratton, professor of art in
the humanities and art depart
ments at Moorhead State Col
lege. The exhibition will con
tinue until May 10.
Self portraits in terra cotta
by Sonya Melby, Don Walders,
Janice Robinson, and Ronald
Stave are apt to be passed by in
favor of some of the more es
oteric pieces, but they should
not be. These portraits are well
done and they deserve your
close attention. After you have
looked at them, take another
look at the portrait of Janice
Robinson.
Now that you have seen what
Janice looks like inspect her
other works which are on dis
play. Her "Figure" in terra cot
ta is a small, realistic repre
sentation of a young woman in
a relaxed, kneeling position,
with her hands cupped over her
face. "Form" is a white plaster
shape which actually takes sev
eral forms, depending upon the
way one looks at it. At one time
it resembles the head of a young
girl with an elaborate coiffure,
then it becomes the violently
twisted torso of a male athlete.
The possibilities are probably
infinite.
Mike Trudeau's "Three Faces"
is another intersting form in(
plaster. Not so quiet and rest
ful as Miss Robinson's "Form",
it is another composition in
white plaster, but with three
quite distinct faces. There is
some resemblance to the faces
of Eleanor Roosevelt, George
Arliss, and Charles Laughton in
his "Hunchback of Notre Dame"
makeup. But look for yourself.
A blue plaster "Head" by
Walter Hanneman has features
much like those of a Greek Sta
tue, "The OW Market Wsman."
But the closed eyes add the pensiveness of a meditating Buddha,
with a dash of pain added.
Mary Zalwsky did quite well
with a difficult task. Her "Fig
ure" in terra cotta is a nude
athlete in a seated position. The

CEdar 3-1743

Optometrist

315 CENTER AVENUE
MOORHEAD, MINN.

An interesting exhibit for
those who are not familiar with
the process of casting is displyed by Ronald Stave. There is
a small, original figure which
has been molded in elay, a
plaster cast which was made
from the clay model, and two
castings in clay slip.
Mr. Stratton and his students
are to be congratulated on a
first-class exhibition of excep
tionally fine work.

Last R>lio Clinic May 8
The last in the series of three
Sabin polio immunization clinics
will be held on Wednesday, May
8, from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the
large gym in Flora Frick Hall.
Type n vaccine will be given at
this dinic.

Those who may have missed
one of the other clinics at which
Types I and HI vaccine were
given, are advised to take Type
IE now. A minimum of five
weeks time should elapse be
tween taking each type of Sabin
vaccine. A maximum length of
time has not been established.
Consent forms, signed by par
ent or guardian, are required
for unmarried individuals under
21. These consent forms are
available in the MacLean Hall
post office area or in the Health
Service. Another consent form
is not needed if one has- already
been turned in for an earlier
elinie.
All taking; the vaccine should
fill in <me of the blue registra
tion forms. These are available
in the MacLean Hall post office
area and at the clinic.
Please note the change in
time for this clinic, 5:00 to 8:00
p.m. Anyone who is unable to
come to the clinc during these
hours may take the vaccine at
one of the clinies on Sunday,
May 5. The time schedule and
places of these clinics are listed

on the blue registration sheets
in the MaLean Hall post office
area.

MSC Students
Get Awards
Eight Moorhead State College
students were awarded scholar
ships for vocal or instrumental
music following tryouts Tuesday
evening, April 30 in Weld Hall
Auditorium.
A panel of four judges made
the selections from 18 students
who participated in the compet
ition.
Winners of the cash awards
are as follows:
Agnes Jardine Scholarships^
Carotins Harris- of Fargo, piano;
and David Quam of Hawley,
voice. Nels Vogel Scholarships—
Orvm Anderson of Underwood,
trumpet; and Robert Ventura of
Alexandria, clarinet. Sigma Al
pha Iota award—Richard Lep- pert of Fargo, voice. Sinfonia
scholarships—Anita Hanson of
Underwood, voice; and Carol
Andstrom of Fergus Falls, pi- f
ano. Wylie scholarship—Dana
Myhra of Sabin, piano.
Miss Harris and Mr. Quam
will participate in a program to
be held by the Fargo Music Club
at the Biltmore Motel, Monday,
May 6.

Trinity Lutheran Church
7th Street and 2nd Avenue South

L. F. REMARK
D.D.S.
421 First Avehue
Moorhead
Phone CE 3-1941

display is Jewett Benson's "Pil
grim." This figure, about thirty
inches high, is an amazing crea
tion of plaster, wood, strips of
fabric, and talent. "Pilgrim"
stands tall and erect, holding,
but not leaning on, his mouldy
staff. Starkly white, a thing of
shreds and patches, the ghost
ly ascetic stares from beneath
his hood at the far horizon. The
rags literally drip with tatters,
and the clothing clings to the
bony frame like cerements.

Moorhead Stale Students
Are Always Welcome At

MWU

Dr. Charles
S. Robinson

unusual, twisted position of the
model creates problems which
do not exist in conventional
poses. Miss Zalusky has over
come these problems admirably.
Three works by George Ketterl almost, but not quite, steal
the show. "Fighters" is a com
position in welded brass of two
pugilists, just at the moment of
truth. The impression of bones,
muscles, and sinews is partic
ularly interesting. K e11 e rl's
"Figure" in brown-stained
spruce looks like a student who
has been asked to attend a con
vocation. Probably the best of
the three is the welded fcteel
"Madonna." This elo n g a t e d,
cold, gray steel figure is beau
tifully graceful. It is much like
a Picasso painting and probab
ly better, in the opinion of this
observer, than a Picasso sculp
ture. This is an outrageous state
ment, but there it is.
The most striking work on

"The Church of the Shining Cross"

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30, 9:45 and 11:00 a.m.

"The Pilgrim"

Oscar A. Anderson, G. W. Tolo, Delator L. Jacobson, Pastors
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New Student Commissioners
Installed At Banquet Monday

lift <Dam|OW< S&^/

Hie Freshman Female
by Jim Lobsinger

Now I may be wrong, gang, but it seems to me that the average
freshman co-ed around this campus or any other campus is usually
starry-eyed and very, very much in love with every symbol and
stereotyped image of the collegiate set.
But the other day while sitting in the snack bar over in Rise
my image of the freshman-type girl was shattered completely. I
was sitting at a table with my mug buried in a cup of coffee,
brooding over the mishaps of the day (which was approximately
an hour old) when a sweet little voice just dripping gobs of honey
whispers in my ear "hello, Jim". Well, this startled me and I
tripped oVer a chair trying to make room for her to sit down and
spilled my coffee on my lap. I turned about twenty thousands shades
of red and sort of hid my face until I thought it would be safe to
come out, meanwhile she had started: to bend my ear on how hard
she had been studying for a test in something-or-other, and how
afraid she was Doctor somebody-or-other would flunk her. Now
she meant well and I praise her for it but when you're afraid of
girls in the first place and then you make a fool out of yourself
in the second place, wellllll, the natural thing to do in the third
place is to wait until she gets up, then shove her into a chair mak
ing her spill her own coffee so she feels like a fool which in turn
makes you feel better. Not only this, gang, but if you shove her
hard enough she may even spill somjebody else's coffee and raise
such a ruckus that the whole place erupts in such an uproar with
everyone guffawing that she bursts into tears and runs out of the
snack bar, down the hall, by this time she can't see too well be
cause of the tears in her eyes so she make the wrong turn, she
thinks she's turning into the girls room, but the teartf have made
her contacts slip so everything is distorted and she bashes into the
brick wall breaking her nose and knocking out a few teeth, and
this really saves your pride fella. But I'm straying from my story.
This girl is a real sweety, she is in the Psi Delts, and like all true
sorority girls she's true blue. Anyway she was telling me she was
really disappointed in boys and she wishes she knew what to do
about it; well, she suprised me with this little statement, "The
boys at MS were really sweet and weren't at all snobby." But as foi
other boys, "They're JUST terrible." I thought it was the other
way around. So guys it seems you still stand a chance around this
girl-infested campus (and we love it don't we). Anyway that's the
big thing that shattered the image; actually this poor girl is wor
ried whether or not she'll be accepted socially or not; she stands a:
lot better chance then some of the chicks that are wandering
around this school. Remember girls, beauty is only skin deep so
don't use too much powder and paint it might spoil that radiant
effect, and by golly whiz we wouldn't want that now would we. I
think that this little girl has lifted the hopes of many men on
campus, the fate of freshmen girls can be saved and will be saevd
so don't worry girls, if things don't come about right away, and
you feel your going to be left out, you can rest assured the price
of cosmetics will remain the same for a few years yet anyway. The
best thing for you poor misguided things to do is talk to some of
the sophomore, junior and senior girls; they know what its all
about
don't you girls.

Faculty Members At Meet
Nine faculty members from
Moorhead State College are at
tending an annual conference of
the Tri-State Association for
Student Teaching scheduled to
day and Saturday at Valley City
State Teachers College, Valley
City, N. D.
Attending from MSC will be
Arlo Brown and Miss Grace
Gregerson, supervisors of stu
dent teaching; Miss Laura Scherfenberg, Mrs. Wilva Hanson,
Mrs. Betty Bergford; Mrs. Mon
ica DuCharme, Dr. Jane Johns
ton, and Miss Viola Petri, super-

vising teachers in the Campus
School; and Miss Alice Corneliussen, principal of the Campus
Elementary School.
Dr. Johnston, Miss Scherfenberg and MisS Gregerson will
participate in the conference as
resource persons for discussion
groups.
The conference theme is
"Meeting Individual Differences
in Student Teaching". Dr. Ed
ward Ruman of Eastern Mon
tana College of Education in
Billings, Mont, is the keynote
speaker.

DIAMOND
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NEW COMMISSIONERS; Left to right, John Ingersoll, Bill Curtis, John
Addicott, Ruth Poels, Doug Grouws, Bob Woodbury, Jim Jasken, Diane
Monear, Larry Holmes, Wanda Sittko, Nona Kipp. Not pictured: Larry
Larson, Pat King, Marlyn Kruschke.
by Diane Disse

A banquet was held Monday,
April 29 for the incoming and
outgoing student commission
ers. The new commissioners
were presented the official com
mission pin. The banquet gave
the commissioners an opportun
ity to get acquainted with each
other.

The new president, James
Jasken, is an English major and

journalism minor. After his
graduation from MSC Jim would
like to do graduate work in the
field of guidance and personnel
work. In commenting on the
election and the plans for the
new commission Jim said "If
was heartening to see student
interest generated by the past
election. Let us hope that such
enthusiasm is fostered in the
jjears to come at MSC. Of
immediate concern to the com
mission is the budget which will
be almost $100,000. Later, the
commission will begin work on
the revision of the old constitu
tion." Jim is currently a coun
selor in Ballard Hall, on the
President's Council on Student
Affairs, the Snarr-Kise Dedica
tion Committee, a member and
past vice-president and presi
dent of Tau Kappa Epsilon, a
writer for the Western Mistic,
and in the Men's Dorm Associa
tion.

Vice-President Bob Woodbury

is a 22-year-old speech major
and English minor from Bever
ly, Massachusetts. He attended
Boston University in 1960-61.
Secretary Diane Monear is a
Fargo High graduate. She is a
junior majoring in elementary
education and minoring i n
French. Diane has had secretar
ial positions in Psi Delta Kappa
Sorority, Sociables, and the jun
ior cias.
Treasurer Doug Grouws is a,
junior from Peliftn Rapids with
a math major and biology min
or. Dong is a member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity, Kap
pa Delta Pi, President's Plant

It e,Gort. It seems I've
been selected to award it
to"the -Pattest"among Hera,
Aphrodite and
Athena.

and Development Committee, majors in vocal music and Eng
Ballard Hall Dorm Council, and lish. At MSC Bill is active in
has been an honor student for 3 Blackfriars, International Rela
tions Club and Circle K, and has
years.
Athletic Commissioner Larry appeared in a wide variety of
Larson is a sophomore from productions including a TV pro
Alexandria, Minnesota majoring ductions of Dicken's "Christmas
in physical education and min Carol" in 1958.
Religious Commissioner Nona
oring in journalism. Larry's ex
perience as MSC sports public Kipp is a sophomore at MSC
ity director, Western Mistic with a major in psychology and
sports editor, and Dragon sports a double minor in sociology and
editor qualify him for this of French. Before coming to MSC
fice. He is also a member of Nona completed 4 years train
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity ing at the Holiness Methodist
and the Student Center Fund School of Theology receiving a
Bachelor of Theology degree.
Committee.
Forensics Commissioner Mar Her activities include represent
l y n K r u s c h k e f r o m B r e c k e n - ative and secretary of the interridge has been active in Sigma religious council, past vice-pres
Tau Gamma Fraternity, Black- ident and present president of
friars, and 9 student theatre the Inter-Varsity Chapter on
productions in the 3 years he campus, residence hall coun
selor, student member of the
has attended MSC.
Music Commissioner Pat King faculty convocation committee,
is a vocal music major from •end member of the language
Moorhead. She plans to teach club.
Women's dorm commissioner
elementary vocal music when
Wanda Sittko is a sophomore
she graduates in 1964. Pat is
active in band, choir, Uterpe, from Borup, Minnesota major
Madrigals, SAI, and Gamma Nu ing in English and minoring in
Sorority.
French. Shfe has been active on
Pep Commissioner Ruth Poels the Dorm Council, Judiciary
is a freshman from Moorhead Board, Wesle y Foundation, Gam
with a major in English and a ma Nu Sorority, and Sociables.
minor in Sociology. Her activi
Social Commissioner John Inties on campus include Pi Mu gersoll is a German major and
Phi Sorority, oo-rushing captain, Russian or English minor. He is
Songfest co-chairman, and form a member of Sigma Tau Gam
er Western Mistic and Dragon ma, KMSC, International Stu
staff member.
dent Council, and president of
Properties Commissioner Wel the Sophomore class. John
ly Larson graduated from Peli would like to reduce the ex
can Rapids High School in 1958. pense of social activities on
He worked 2 years before at campus.
Men's dorm commissioner
tending MSC. Wally is an Eng
lish major and speech minor. Larry Holmes is from Middle
Active in dramatic productions, River, Minnesota. He has a maj
Sigma Tau Gamma, Blackfriars, or in history and a minor in
and Sociables, he plans to speech and political science.
Off-campus commissioner
teach English or Speech, or work
in the area of technical theater John Addicott is a political sci
when he graduates.
ence major and math minor
Publicity Commissioner BUI from Moorhead. He is viee-presCurtis is from Erie, Pezmsylania
ident of International Student
and attended Gannon College in Council, vice-president of Inter
Erie, and Pennsylvania State national Relations dub, and a
University. He is working for member of Tau Kappa Epsilon.

And it's a tough choice? Hera
has promised me Ftawer and
Riches for ejecting her;Athena,
Glory and fitnoron in war;Aphmdite
will gwe toe Earthfe moot beautiful

Well...
I suppose
one could
call it
that...
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Just wait tin
Newton Monow
bears about
this?
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Laymen
ProfitW
With Rau Methods
by Gerald Ippolito
In "Freud and Metaphor",
CONVIVIO, 1:1, Professor Cath
erine D. Rau illuminates our un
derstanding of the workings of
perhaps the most fundamental
element of poetry if not of all
linguistic communications:.met
aphor by applying processes dis
cerned by Sigmund Freud in the
operation of dreams. This is ac
complished by relating the five
"senses" of displacement, one of
Freud's dream processes to the
metaphors in Eliot's Ash Wed
nesday. The five senses of dis
placement Professor Rau dis
cerns are briefly, (1) a shift in
emotional emphasis, so that the
most significant dream thoughts
are not represented but rather
the least; (2) the substitution of
one idea for another related by
a chain of association; (3) the
exchange of "a colourless and
abstract expression" for a con
crete, pictorial image; (4) diviations from rational thinking, in
cluding absurdity, i l l o g i c a l
thought sequences, sophistry;
and (5) the use of "contradic
tion, antithesis, and irony."
Dr. Rau draws a firm distinc
tion, however, between the un
conscious working of dreams to
form what may be termed trau
matic "metaphors" and the con
scious selection of the poet of
the metaphor within the con
text of the poem. Both the
dream and the metaphor say
multum in parvo (much in lit
tle); they have the virtue and1
power of brevity rich in mean
ing and association; upon an
alysis the metaphor at least pro
duces a shock of recognition by

operating with terms that are on
the surface dissimilar, illogical,
irrational, absurd, or antithetic
al but beneath are startingly the
opposite. The poet controls the
metaphor and therefore the ef
fect is a conscious one.
By working with Freud's psy
chological analysis of dream
processes and Eliot's use of
metaphor in Ash Wednesday,
Professor Rau has not only shed
light upon one of the most com
plex and acrostic of twentieth
century poems and poets, but
also performs the valuable ser
vice of bringing together as a
synthesis two apparently but;
not really dissimilar disciplines:
psychological analysis and poe
tic technique. Surely the stu
dent's and the layman's reading
of Eliot gains considerably in
understanding by the applica
tions of Dr. Rau's method of
analysis.
However, the importance of
Dr. Rau's essay does not stop
here. This method can be apj
plied with great validity to the
study of metaphorical uses of
Shakespeare and Donne to e.e.
cummings and William Carlos
Williams. Certainly I have found
much to think about in the
poetic techniques of the Eliza
bethan poets.
It is unfortunate that there is
a limitation of space; there is
much of significance that Dr.
Rau has uncovered regarding
the nature of metaphor and its
use in poety. But pages must
be devoted to a discussion of
this for in its ten pages, "Freud
and Metaphor" has like the met
aphor said multum in parvo.

bles," by Byron D. Murray, Di
rector of Graduate Studies at/
MSC.
Professor Murray's article
speaks within a vital contempo
rary discussion in America's re
ligious and literary culture, a
discussion centering upon the
new English translations of the
Bible, the general issue being
their adequacy.
Fortunately, his discussion es
capes the dangers of the issue:
technical analysis made all the
more dull by an unrelieved
search for faults. Granting that
the new Bible "preserves much
of the dignity and beauty of
the King James Version," he is
not concerned with errors. In
stead, he extends the issue of
discussion by tracing to their
sources deftly selected changes
in the text fraught with cultural
and literary significance.
What is lost from the concep
tion of a Christ who no longer
shocks readers into thought by
speaking "in crackling metaph
ors?" More a matter of doctrine:
does not the phrase "peace on
earth good will to men" when
changed to read "and on earth
peace among men with whom he
is pleased" echo the Calvinistic
doctrine of the elect? And
would not such doctrinal shift
qualify the Christain devotion
to universal good will?
What will future readers
make of "for thine is the kingdome" in T. S. Eliot's "The Hol
low Men' now that the phras'e
has been dropped from the con
clusion of "The Lord's Prayer"
in the New English Bible?
And does not the substitution
of "sure" for "persuaded" ser
iously weaken the l i t e r a r y
quality and change the meaning
of Paul's famous triumphant as
sertion, "For I am persuaded
that neither death, nor life, nor
angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, nor things present, nor
thing to come, nor height, nor
depth, nor any creature, shall
be able to separate us from the
love of God, which is in Jesus
Christ our Lord."

Moral Concern
Evident In Article

by John J. Neumaier
A concern for the moral, soci
al, and philosophical implica
tions of the unbelievably rapid
and world-changing develop
ments which are taking place
and through science, particulary
biology, is the d i s t u r b u t i n g
theme of professor Noice's high
ly provocative Convivio article.
"Biological Hiroshimas". The ar
ticle deals mainly with four con
cise and somewhat frightening
illustrations of these aptly
Gerald Ippolito
named "Hiroshimas". In spite of
the stereotyped, and, yet per
haps to some extent warranted
conception of scientists as being
so immersed in their specialty
that they become relatively in
sensitive to the social consequ
ences of their pursuits, there
are scientists who show more
humanitarian concerns t h a n
most of us. One such scientist
with a pronounced sense of mor
al responsibility is the author
of this article, Professor Noice.
Like some of his brothers
among the nuclear scientists,
Dr. Noice is worried that the
even more far-reaching discov
eries of his special science may
out run man's ability to control
them for the benefit of man
kind. The four examples of po
tential "biological Hiroshimas"
are: (1) the DNA (deoxyribose
Verle D. Flood
nuclei acid) molecule. The in
creasing scientific understand
ing of this all-important mole
CONVIVIO REVIEWS
cular configuration may make
NEXT WEEK
possible the pre-determination
Feld reviews Smurr
and control of living species, in
cluding men, in accordance with
article; Hanna reviews
the plans of their 'human creat
Peabody article.
ors'. (2) Transplantation of tiss
ue. One of the far-reaching im
plications of scientific advance
in this area of experimentation
is indefinite life extension by
replacement of aging or defec
tive body parts. (3) Phoenixology: Each cell of the early em
bryo has "The generic capacity
to grow into a separate whole
Few rigorous examinations of
individual". Dr. Noice explains
the new English translations of how this capacity could be po
the Bible have appeared in the tentially so controlled that many
more popular magazines. In this duplicate organism of the same
Matter, Professor Murray sees genetic construction could be
the work of publishers' promo evolved with the net result that
tional efforts. In fact, the most "We could have many Schweitimpressive feature of Murray's zers-or Hitlers-simultaneously".
discussion is the variety of his
(4) The fourth example has to
perceptions. He is aware of the do
with the effects of 'tempera
economics of publication, of the ture. One extreme result of a
nature of projects undertaken scientific break-through in the
by committees, of the dilemmas field of preserving bodies by freez
of translators, and of the cul ing them at absolute zero tem
tural and literary wealth in Bi perature (nearly -273.2 degrees
blical literature.
centigrade) might be to main
-His sensitivity to language is tains person alive (in a frozen
not surprising. "It is the eloqu condition) for indefinite per
ent, the moving and poetic
iods of time until thawed, when
passages that suffer most dras he would continue to age at a
tically." In these literary fail normal rate. Dr. Noice refers in
ings he sees at work another his illustrations to shadows of
cultural pressure a neglect of
Orwell, to underline the awe
literary expression that brings some implications of such con
"the reading of all people down
temporary biological specula
to a level which is just a little
tions some of which have al
more complex and subtle than
ready undergone varying de
Basic English."
grees of at least initial experi
Will Herbefg, in Protestant- mentation. We' might add the
names of Aldous Huxley and
Catholic-Jew, has made quite
clear that America is no long Bertrand Russell to that of
George Orwell as we acknow
er a Protestant nation. Protest
ledge the voices of those who
ants now findlhemselves in an
America that is-pluralistic in saw the danger of approaching
religious identity. A Catholic is "biological" or for that matter
"psychological Hiroshimas".
in the White House.
Dr. Noice points out realistic
The national strength of Pro ally that we cannot stop the de
testantism thus limited, it is all
velopment of neo-mechanistic
the more important in Murray's science (even though by implica
context of discussion that Pro tions of his argument it could
testants when pray in?, either stop our development). His mo
alone or together, speak in the
ral concern is spelled out in his
idioms and rhythms of the King
urging that men do more than
James Version of the Bible.
they have done so far in invest
These are the idioms and rhy
igating the philosphical impli
thms that articulate and express
cations of the rapid develop
the historical spiritual identity ment of science. In particular he
of English speaking Protestants. suggests that "the academic phi
losopher as was traditional in
What Professor Murray is ul
the past, become more involved
timately saying is his: If these
new English translations be
come the authorized versions of
Quality Printing
the Bible, Protestantism in
Dial CE 3-1391
America will possibly suffer
losses in its languge, its spirit
ual identity, and its expression
in national affairs as well as in
30 Third Street North
the literature of the nation.

Murray Reviews Translation
Dilemma In New Bibles

by Verle D. Flood
Some fifteen years ago, com
mittees of scholars began meet
ing to produce the American
Revised Standard Version of the
Bible and the British New Eng
lish Bible. The very existence of
these translation committees
made them controversial, a chal
lenge to the King James Ver
sion so dear to the hearts of
English speaking Protestants.
Defensiveness may account
for the contradition in the state
ments of purpose (or justifica
tion?) framed by the American
committee. Consciousness of
controversy found expression.
While based upon "the best re
sults of modern scholarship" in
matters of meaning, the Revised
Version would "express this
meaning in English diction
which. . . preserves those quaities which have given to the
King James Version a supreme
place in English literature."
There is no doubt about the
contradiction of purpose. The
American committee would
bring forth a Bible in a langu
age comprehensible to Ameri
cans today, insisting also that
"the Revised Standard Version
is not a new translation in the
language of today." Marriage of
"the spirit and the letter," of
different kinds of meaning in
language, locks any translator
in a dilemma and dooms him to
failure from the very beginning.
It makes impossible an exact
translation of a sentence, say,
from Greek into English. (Com
pounding difficulty for Biblical
scholars working from ancient
Greek manuscripts is the prob
lem of the "dead language." A
language no longer spoken
means that its connotative di
mension has been lost and, con
sequently, the learned guess
work of linquists.)
Contradition of purpose and
the dual nature of language con
fronted by translators are two
dimensions of a seminal dilem
ma from which others flow — a
central theme in "Dilemmas of
the Translators: The New Bi
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John J. Neumaier
in the questions and facts pre
sented by the other academic
disciplines."
As much as one can sympath
ize with this call for greater
involvement', one should be
aware of the risks of such 'in- _
volment'. The point is that ph
ilosophical 'involemenf in soci
al issues may not only bring the
kind of synthesis that Dr. Noice asks for in this same context,
but also the lack of clarity and
precision of thought which all
too often mar 'speculative'
philosophy. The attempts of
certain speculative philosophers
to carry the world on their
broadly humanitarian shoulders
and its morality in their deeply
concerned consciences do not
compensate for lack of analytic
vigor. Indeed, too often expon
ents of 'traditional philosophical
involvement' are much longer
on good intentions and feelings
than on sharp analysis of the
issues.
I am well aware that, in con
trast, Professor Noice insists on
logical analysis before specula
tive synthesis, as his explications of the four examples of
biological science so well illus
trate. The question, however, as
it concerns the social and moral .
implications of scientific ad
vances, is — what is the most
fruitful way to bridge the gap
between science and its uses. It
is not — how can philosophers
save mankind. They cannot do
so any more (in spite of Plato)
than sociolgist Ferdinand Lundberg could prove that "Science
can save us."
Philosophical analysis can
help us in this dilemma by show
ing that the gap between scienti
fic discovery and its proper uses
cannot be bridged by academic
philosophers qua philosophers
any more than it can be bridged
by scientists qua scientists. How
ever, human beings can bridge
the gap by availing themselves
of the tools of empirical scijence as well 'as the tools of
academic philosophy. In this ef
fort the other academic disci
plines obviously will also be of
great import. Between the two,
morality emerges as a practical
act instead of theoretical spe
culation — (which still leaves
room for pragmatic justification ~
as well as logical analysis).
Dr. Noice deserves major
credit for his challening essay.
His urgent appeal canont fail to f
make a dramatic impact upon
any thoughtful reader with re
gard to the awesome respons
ibility that faces all of us — as
human beings — in the age of
Hiroshima.

Dr. R. A. Nelson
Dentist
Office hours — 8 to 5
404Vz Center Ave.
Moorhead. Minn.
CE 3-1564 — Weekdays

Job Printing
Office Supplies

DIERCKS PRINTING CO., INC.
Moorhead
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Question Of The Week

TWO ISSUES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE MINNESOTA STATE LEGISLATURE;
ONE WOULD RAISE TUITION $. 50 PER CREDIT HOUR, AND THE OTHER, $1.00
PER CREDIT HOUR. WOULD YOU BE IN FAVOR OF THIS?

Jim Lobsinger
I think a tuition raise either
way would greatly benefit the
colleges, teachers and students.
Perhaps a raise in tuition would
give the student a greater iniative in acquiring the educa
tion he is seeking.

The Ultimate in Fine
Bartering Service

We Cater To College
Students
For Appointment Coll Eddie
Hausauer at
AD 5-9442

Broadway and N.P. Ave.
Fargo, North Dakota

Steve Daginski
I'm afraid I don't know a lot
about it. If I did I would give
you a comment.

Chuck Kowatski
As far as I am concerned, I
don't believe money should be
considered a requiste for an
education, I firmly believe that
if the student has the ability
and intelligence, he should be
given an education on that bas
is.

WHY OR WHY NOT

Larry Olson
I am definitely not in favor of
it. I can't even afford to smoke
let alone pay tuition.

Dr. Clarence Glasrud
I deplore the raise because
there is always the possibility
of making it more difficult for
someone who deserves an ed
ucation to get one. At the same
time costs are going up and I
can see where an economy
minded legislature would do
this.

Torrance Urges Cultivation Of Curiosity
by Virginia Patnaude
Dr. Paul Torrance gave a lec
ture on Creativity last Tuesday
nite as a part of the conference
on the gifted that was held at
MSC.
Dr. Torrance feels that educa
tions in the past, having been
largely by the authority method,
has failed to develop the crea
tive child —« a creative child
being one who is curious, ques

tioning, adventurous and gener
ally considered a problem in the
classroom.
He said that nonverbal-type
tests can be given to find crea.
tive abilities in a child. A high
I.Q. does not necessarily indi-«
cate a high creativity. A person
with an I.Q. of 100 or 105 could
have creativity also. This defi
nition of creativity was given by
Dr. Torrance: It's a process of

sensing problems, forming hy
pothesis, carrying out these hy
potheses and then communica
ting the results to others.
Creativity in an infant
expressed by his exploratory
activity and his facial expres
sions. In the elementary period
children are creative in art and
in writing. The world is begin
ning to have a new appreciation
of children art.

He emphasized that schools
are beginning to lose their in
humanity and becoming alive to
the needs of the creative child.
We are now able to educate to
a higher degree people we hav
en't been able to educate in the
past. Schools should let the
child maintain his curiosity and
to go courageosly into the un
known. He said that creativity
is the most awesome, most pow
erful things on earth, and from
the ranks of our creative people
will come our future scentists
and doctors.

Religious News
Newman Foundation
On April 26-28, 15 delegates
from Newman Foundation at
tended the Minnkota Province
Convention at UND, Grand
Forks. Approximately thirtyfive Newman Foundations of the
tri-state area were represented.
The theme of the convention
was "New Frontiers in Newmanism" which stressed the New
man Apostolate. The Keynote
address was given by Father
Richard Butler, National New
man Chaplain.
Chairmen were chosen for
the following committees: soc
ial, Tom Baldwin; library, Ce
cilia Milberg; publicity, Joyce
Gilsdorf; membership, Casmier
Jaszczak; external affairs, Don
Bray; elections, Lee Faust.
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Winston
PILTE R • CIGARETTES

FINER FILTER
FOR FINER FLAVOR

Wesley Foundation
A picnic will be held tiext
Thursday at Lindenwood Park
in Fargo. It will be potluck style
and rides will be furnished from
Dahl Hall at 6:15 p.m.
Every Thursday from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 a.m. a Koinonia
Group meets for fellowship and
discussion in the Wesley Room
at Grace Methodist Church.
Koinonia is a Greek word meaning to be a community of fel
lowship. Everyone is welcome.
Sunday May 12, there will be
a Fireside at 7:30 p.m.

Winston is America's
best-selling filter
cigarette because
Winston is America's
best-tasting filter
cigarette!

PURE WHITE, :
MODERN FILTER !

PLUS :

J
FILTER-BLEND UP FRONT

©I9G2 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

LSA
There will be a clean-up day
at Luther Hall on Saturday, May
4, at 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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Socially Speaking

by Renee Larson
From now on all pinnings, en will sing the song they present
gagements and other such items ed to the actives, and a trio con
will listed in this column. This sisting of Donna Ray, Nancy
week's enagaement announce Norgren, and Elizabeth Beyer
will be on the program.
ments are:
Linda Piatt and Ruth Poels
Judy Hieggelke Gamma Nu
sophomore from Fargo, to May- will each be awarded a $42
nard Smith, a sophomore at ND- scholarship at the honors con
vocation May 21. Money for
SU also from Fargo.
Ellen Palmer, A Pi Mu Phi these scholarships was raised by
junior from Lake Park, to Den competitive projects by the win
nis Caughey, a senior from Per- ter quarter pledge class and the
active members of the Pi Mu
ham.
Phi Sorority.
Overheard on Election Day:
Homecoming co-chairmen for
"How'd I know who to vote next fall were elected at the
Diane Disse
for? It was easy! First I went April 30 meeting of Pi Mu Phi.
of the candidates. The previous down the ballot and voted for
Chosen for the office were Mary
Sweethearts, Miss Sheila Jani- the
s and the
s.
sch, (1961) and Miss Patricia Then I went through it again Gotta and Renee Larson, both of
Ward (1962), are expected to be and voted for everyone that is Moorhead.
in attendance.
not a
."

&

Betty Newsom

Lynn Johnson

The brothers of Iota Epsilon sophomore, from Moorhead. Bet
chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon ty is majoring in Political Sci
are honored to announce their ence.
The Sweetheart Ball will fol
candidates for the 1963 Fratern
ity Sweetheart. Coronation of low a formal banquet in honor
the selected candidate will take
place at the third annual Sweet
heart Ball to be held on May 11,
in the Town Hall Room of the
Gardner Hotel.
Dr. Feld's topic will be "The
On May 4, Dr. Werner J. Feld
The candidates are Diane
Disse, a sophomore English maj will present one of nine papers Court of Justice of the Euro
or from Detroit Lakes; Miss on Political Science to be given pean Communities: A Novel
Lynn Johnson, a sophomore and at the Annual Meeting of the Judicial Institution."
In it he will examine one in
elementary major from Ada; Minnesota Academy of Science
stitution of the European Econo
and Miss Betty Newsom, also a in St. Paul.
mic Community or European
Common Market, the Court of
Justice of The European Com
U ITl II
munities.
by Diane DuCharme
The primary function of the
The definition of "literary," according to Webster, is: "1. Of Court of Justice is to insure the
or pertaining to letters or literature (often esp. belles lettres). 2. rule of law in the interpretation
Versed in literature, connected with literature or with men of let and application of the treaties
ters." The definition of the scope of my area, as Literary Editor and implementing regulations.
according to Ulrich, is: "anything not covered by the sports, gen
It is a new (kind of court)
eral news or social areas." I am pointing out the distinction be which develops a regional pub
tween Webster definition of "literary" and Ulrich definition of lic law and must be considered
"literary editor" at this time solely to quell any rumors to the more than an international trib
effect that I must be incompetent because I evidently am unaware unal.
of the meaning of the word "literary." Well, then, what am I covi
Indeed, its functions classify
ering? To define it loosely, I will, with the assistance of other the court as a "Constitutional"
Mistic staff members and (hopefully) student and faculty contri tribunal, thus ascribing a "Sup
butors, cover anything in the cultural area. Any student not inter ernatural" character to the
ested in such things may now turn to the sports page or to the Court of Justice.
"funnies" in the Minneapolis Tribune and your Johnny Cash re
The court cases are arbitrated
cords.
by seven judges, each of whom
No, wait. Don't go yet. You'd better read this paragraph first. are selected with the consent of
We are making arrangements with Fargo-Moorhead movie theatres each Common Market Member's
to obtain passes so that the Mistic will include reviews of movies government for a term of six
booked for the current weekend. In one or two cases we shall have years.
to content ourselves with publicity blurbs because the feature
They are assisted by two "ad
changes conflict with our printing deadlines or because the man vocates-general" who are select
ager does not issue passes for such purposes.
ed through the same process for
We plan to give mode extensive coverage to musical events an equal term.
(excluding Grand ODe Opry and others of this ilk), and dramatic
In concluding his paper, Dr.
productions presented in this area by groups both on campus and Feld states that in the event
off. We will include book reviews (Aha! It is a literary column af that an Atlantic Community
ter all) and an occassional record review, again excluding "hit- should arise from the out-grow
time" and country-western music. We will try to report the th of the European Community,
speeches of convocation speakers and other speakers of interest to the creation of an Altantic Com
students sponsored by campus groups. We also plan to cover out munity High Court of Justice
standing speakers in the Fargo-Moorhead area.
would expand the process of le
We want to write articles on all faculty members and students gal "harmonization" to both
publishing poetry, short stories, books or monogarphs. Please noti sides of the Atlantic.
fy me if you or any of your acquaintances fit into this categroy.
Allen and Arlen Rothstein.
We hope to include original articles and abstracts of articles Hollis Nelson and Wheldon Jacon every topic from politics to economics to philosophy to social obson are among students who
theories to international relations. In short, any topic which in will accompany Dr. Feld to the
terests (or should interest) a person who is concerned enough with Academy of Science meeting.
intellectual growth to attend college. I want to encourage faculty
and student contributions. As magazine publishers say, "All un MSC Graduate
solicited manuscripts will be read." So — please tell me if you
have read a good book or purchased an outstanding record or, if Gets Fellowship
you have an idea for an article. I have placed a small bet with my
Barbara Bakke Nord, fall
self as to whether those who complain about the content of the quarter graduate of Moorhead
Mistic will contribute when invited.
"State College, has received a
My weekly column will vary in content. At times I will editor $1600 non-service grauate fel
ialize, and maybe even do a little lady-like crusading. Sometimes lowship from the University of
it will include a book or record review. Sometimes I'll turn the Mississippi for graduate work in
column over to someone else who may wish to elaborate on some mathematics.
thing I have said, introduce a new idea, or just state that I should
Formely of Battle Lake, she is
be banished from campus promptly.
currently teaching part time in
The only item remaining constant from week to week will be the Los Angeles area. Her ad
a listing of anything happening in the community over the week dress is 8402 Westm i n i s t e r
end which is more stimulating than beer at the Hi-Ho. This might Avenue, Westminister, Califor
include concerts, plays, movies, art exhibits — even an outstanding nia.
television program or pianist -soloist- musical group at one of the
At Moorhead State College
area cocktail lounges (for those of you over 21, of course). I admit minored in biology. Last year
that my attitude about what may be more stimulating than beer she was the winner in the state
at the Hi-Ho is subjective, so, with a grand flourish, I invite you of Minnesota of a $200 scholar
to suggest recommended entertainment I may have overlooked. ship presented by the Elks. She
There is only one limitation — it must, in some way, fit into Hie went onto national competition
area of "culture."
and received $700 award.

Academy To Hear Dr. Feld

Col

Without A Name

Dr. Lloyd C. Carlson
Dr. Gaylan B. Larson
Optometrists
Contact lenses
Dial CE 3-1624

more than
you should eat
for $ .60

WOOD'S CAPE

Go To CLASS
Every
Now and Then

PINKY'S PIZZA

PASTY ROOM AVAILABLE AT NO CHARGE FOR PARTIES —
108 Oth Street South
Across The Street From The Red Owl
Dial 233-7597

Sig Tau
The annual Sigma Tau dinner
dance will be held May 11 from
7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Rex
Cafe in Moorhead. The Lyle
Kelsman band will provide the
dance music, and the seniors
will be awarded Brandy Snift
ers with STG letters.
The Sig Tau's have eight new
enthusitistic pledges this quart
er. They are: Mike Lestina, Presi
dent Long Prairie; Richard Jensn, Underwood; James Jahr,
Alexandria; Connor Anderson,
Alexandria; Richard
Nagel,
Breckenridge; David Devick,
Breckenridge;
Carl
Pierce,
Moorheard; and Cactus Warner,
Halstad
After the excitement of the
Songfest on Saturday night, the
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity
will have a party for all song
fest participants. The party will
be held in Kise Commons from
10 p.m. to 1:45 a.m.

Gamma Nu

The Annual Gamma Nu Din
ner was held April 20 at the
Rex Cafe. Attending the event
were the Gamma Nu Sorority
girls and their escorts, along
with special guests Dr. and Mrs.
Werner Feld, Dr. and Mrs. Jo
seph Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Lee, and Mr. and Mrs. Neil
Wohlwend.
Gamma Nu President, Dort
Donley gave the official wel
come to the guests. Theme from
"The Apartment," a piano solo
by Sue Jansen; and "Summer
time," a vocal solo sung by Pat
King and accompanied by Ginny Shimota concluded the en
tertainment program for the
evening.

Psl Delta Kappa

The Psi Delts will present a
portion of their Songfest act,
"Calling Dr. Chasey," on Party
Line on WDAY at 4 p.m. today.
A new addition to the Psi
Delta Kappa sorority room is an
over-stuffed Danish-m o d e r n
chair in hues of orange.
On Wednesday, May 1st, the
Psi Delts entertained the Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity at a
coffee hour in the sorority
room.

Pi Mu Phi

Leahdore Fuehrer was form
ally initiated into the Pi Mu Phi
Sorority at the April 30 meet
ing.
Dian Simiso and Kay Dale are
busy planning the Pi Patron and
Patroness—New faculty Tea for
Friday, May 10 from 2 to 4 in
their sorority room.
Ruth Klaboe will give the wel
come. Last quarter's pledge class

Madrigal Singers
Perform At Mora
by Renee Larson

MSC's Madrigal Singers and
Brass Ensembles traveled to
Mora last week upon invitation
from Jim Boistrager, Mora High
School choir director. Boistrager
is a 1961 graduate of Moorhead
State College.
Tremendous variety was dis
played in the vocal arrange
ments which varied from semijazz to traditional to modern.
"Carnival of Venice" a trumpet
solo by Dr. Harmon created
spectacular audience appeal, as
did the entire program.
The Madrigal Singers will
sing before 300 delegates of the
W.S.C.S. (Women's Society for
Christian Servies) Wednesday,
May 7 at Grace Methodist
Church in Moorhead. Other fu
ture appearance are scheduled
in Comstock and other area lo
cations.

Dr. R. A. Nelson
Dentist
Office boors — S to 5
4My* Center Ave.
Moorhead. Minn.
CE 3-1564 — Weekdays

THE STORE OF
FRIENDLY PERSONAL
SERVICE

MOORHEAD
DRUG CO.
THE9TC2,

STORE

506 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
Stop at the sign!
Time and Temperature at a Glance

. . The Sign
of Complete
Modern
Banking
Service'

American State Bank
"Your Friendly Home-Owned
Benk"
Member of F.DJ.C.

M&H
HAMBURGERS
6th & Main Ave. - Moorhead
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BSC Beats Trackmen 107-42
by Deano M#din
The Dragons challenged
Bemidji State in a dual meet
there last Friday and lost 107-42
in what appeared to be a smash
victory for Bemidji.
On the cinders or the field,
however, every event can be a
close, stretching fight to the last
inch. "We're doing wll," MSC
track coach, A1 Holmes, said,
considering the in experience of
our team.
Bemidji's well-balanced crew
embodied a few outstanding up
shots; Larson and Kapari took
the blue bacon home three
times apiece. The gait of cinderman Larson gave him the onemile, 880-yard, and the two-mile
runs. Kopari's prizes came in
the 220-yard low hurdles, 120yard high hurdles, and the high
jump..
Moorhead State still cashed in
three firsts, seven seconds, six
thirds, and one tie for third.
Marshall Shoquist, who had
been sick most of the previuos.
week, gave a fine performance,
taking Moorhead's only double
crown. In the 440-yard dash he
cut the tape in a fleet: 51.7,
and in the hop, step and jump
his 43-4 mark eclipsed the Bemidji-Moorhead meet record. He
also tied Don Pate, MSC junior,
for third in the board jump.
Hurdleman Steve Hopke of
Moorhead won first in the 440-

yard intermediate hurdles, cruis
ing over the slates in:61, and
second in both the high and the
lows. Hopke was followed close
ly in the low and intermediate
hurdles by Bob Domek, a pro
mising freshman.
In the dash events Roger Ol
son, Moorhead, paced Burt of
Bemidji for third in the 100
and second in the 220. His hop,
step and jump distance was
second only to Marshall's.
Don Sweeney, sophomore bas
ketball recruit from Wisconsin,
ran second in the 880. Robert
Roger, sophomore from New
York mills, came in third after
a two-mile run around the oval.
Meanwhile out on the field
Don Pate pole vaulted just un
der the 12' mark of Bemidji's
Rhode. Two track men tossed
the javelin to pin some more
points for MSC—Jason Spillum,
second, and Robert Bean, third.
Freshman Roland Holm shot the
discus to a third place mark.
220-Yard Low Hurdles—1.
Kopari, Bemidji. 2. Hopke, MSC.
3. Domek, MSC. :25.3..
One-Mile Rim—1. Larson,
Bemidji. 2. Sulovich, Bemidji.
3. Nieman, Bemidji. 4:45.
440-Yard Dash—1. Shoquist,
MSC. 2. Rezac, Bemidji. 3. Mil
ler, Bemidji. :51.7.
100-Yard Dash—1. Burt, Bemi
dji. 2. Thompson, Bemidji. 3.
Olson, MSC. :10.3.

120-Yard High Hurdles—1.
Kopari, Bemidji. 2. Hopke, MSC.
3. Kohl, Bemidji. :15.6.
880-Yard Run—1. Larson,
Bemidji. 2. Sweeney, MSC. 3.
Sulovich, Bemidji. 2:07.6.
220-Yard Dash—1. Burt, Bemi
dji. 2. Olson, MSC. 3. Thompson,
Bemidji. :22.9.
440-Yard Intermediate Hurd
les—1. Hopke, MSC. 2. Huber,
Bemidji. 3. Domek, MSC. 1:01.
Two-Mile Run—1. Larson,
Bemidji. 2. Nieman, Bemidji.
3. Reger, MSC. 10:58.4.
One-Mile Relay—1. Bemidji
(Miller, Rezac, Christie, Burt).
2. MSC. 3:38.3.
Pole Vault—1. Rhode, Bemi
dji. 2. Pate, MSC. 3. Hopkins,
Bemidji. 12-0.
High Jump—1. Kopari, Bemi
dji. 2. Kohl, Bemidji. 3. Huber,
Bemidji. 5-10%.
Shot Put—1. Fichter, Bem
idji. 2. Jacobson, Bemidji. 3.
Melin, Bemidji. 43-7 3/4.
Javelin—1. Melin, Bemidji. 2.
Spillum, MSC. 3.. Bean, MSC.
151-9.
Board Jump—1. Merlin, BSC.
2. MacLeod, Bemidji. 3. (Tie)
Pate, MSC, and Shoquist, MSC.
20-5%.
Discus—1. Jacobson, Bemidji.
2. Werner, Bemidji 3. Holm,
MSC. 127-6.
Hop, Step and Jump—1. Sho
quist, MSC. 2. Olson, MSC. 3.
MacLeod, Bemidji. 43-4.

These two MSC tracksters have been the big
point-getters for the thinclad contingent this
year. On the left is Steve Hopke of Bag ley;
on the right, Marshall Shoquist, Minneapolis

Hard Worker Roy Domek
Makes Things Click

Editor's Note: (The following
story is excerpts taken from a
story by Del Johnson, Fargo
Forum sports staff writer)

Roy Domek hurries into the
Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse on the
MSC campus, where this vete
ran MSC athletic instructor
spends many busy days watch
ing young men in a hurry.
Roy has been a planner and
manager of 10 indoor track
and field meets since March 28
in the massive fieldhouse.
In 10 days, Domek who has
been associated with high school
and college athletics in Moor
head since 1936, studiously ob
served and compiled records of
some 1,200 young men who
were running and jumping and
vaulting and throwing thingswith vigor.
Six of these meets were held
in a period of seven days.
Athletes from 95 North
Dakota and Minnesota high
schools and colleges have com
peted,
•

These eleven football gridders mode up the first offensive unit in a
scrimmage last Wednesday afternoon. Coach Hoberg's starters from
left to right front row: Co-captain Lorny Johnson, Wayne Theusch,
co-captain Bo Henry, James Benedict, and Craig McComb. Bock
row, left to right, are: Gary Willert, Sherwood Knick, Kevin Wimmer, Harry LeGrett, Steve Duginski and Bruce Bausman.

•

Roy Domek

•

By now it should be apparent
to even the most casual observ
er that track and field competi
tion is reaching new heights—
and for that matter, distances
and speeds— in the region
(some schools came from up
wards of 200 to 300 miles for
the meets).

Much of the new track and
field interest ean be attributed
directly to the superior indoor
facilities at Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse and to master planner
Domek.
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UNO Spanks Dragon Nine

Grand Forks, If. D.
by Larry Larson
A disgusted and disheartened
Ken Grabinske watched his
team get spanked by the Un-

Dorwin Marquardt
(Baseball Captain)
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iversity of North Dakota 12-2 in
a non-conference baseball game
here Thursday.
"Yew didn't come to play,"
Grabinske told his team after
the game. "We just as well
could have stayed home."
The Dragon baseball mentor's
words couldn't have been any
bettor. The team wasn't ready
to play the game, that's all.
The winning Sioux scored
nine times in the first two
frames to jump off to a com-,
manding lead.
Excellent UND hitting and
good pitching from Maynard
Barta helped spark the triumph.

Three Dragons pitchers saw
action.Starter Lyle Hemingson
was tagged for the loss. Dennis
Raffenbeul and Merlin Saunders
threw in relief.
The winners outhit the MSC
aggregation 13 to five. MSC com
mitted five errors to the Sioux's
one.

Jerry Hegna, Dragon leftfietd-

er, had a pretty good afternoon.
The sophomore from Granite
Falls went two for three at the
plate.
Maybe the loss help the Dra
gons in one respect. They still
are a good baseball team.

The MSC Dragons have- come up with a college bowling team that placed second
in the National qualifying trial for the NAIA tournament to be held in Kansas City
this weekend.
In a bowl-off last week, to determine the top six men on the squad, the top five
rolled 5799 pins in two three games series to place second in the nation for qualifying.
This gave them a 966 plus average per game or 193 per man.
The Dragons will represent the Minnesota District at the National tourney and will
be one of about 50 teams competing for top honors in the NAIA.
The tournament starts Friday morning and continues through Sunday.
They #are: (left to right) Jin\.Burke, Bill Peterson, Dave Larson; Second Row
(left to right) Coach Dwaine Hoberg, Bernie Larson, Daryll Skunes and Gene Arzdorf.
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Pitchers Shine

In

Bison Golf Team
Wins Invitational
by Larry Larson

by Larry Larson
(Mistic Sports Editor)
Moorhead State College baseball pitchers have given up an
avearge of five runs in six games to date while their opposing
hurlers have limited the Dragon hitters to 5.8 runs a game. MSC
has a 4-2 record.
*

*

*

*

*

Merlin Saunders, Dragon ace relief pitcher as well as a start
ing hurler, has pitched 15 innings without a decision. Saunders
has pitched in three games.
•

*

*

*

*

Lyle Hemingson's 1-0 win over Winona stopped the Warrior
conference win string at 19 straight loop triumphs since the 1959
season. Hemnigson's win was his third of the seaon without a loss
and it marked the first time that Winona had been shutout this
season.
Ed Kelly's heartbreaking 2-0 loss in the opening game against
Winona marked the first time that the righthander had lost a pitch
ing performance at Barnett Field since 1956.
*

*

#

9fe

*

Don't be surprised to see two big men in Marlowe "Red" Severson's St. Cloud State backcourt next season. It appears that Jack
Harrison (6-5), Minneapolis Henry, and Jim Erickson (6-2), Anoka's
state tournament all-stater of 1962, may make up this duo. Reason
for Harrison's possible shift to a guard position: the addition of
several men to the Huskie roster who are expected to give St.
Cloud a brutal board game.
*

*

*

*

*

Wrestling Coach Bill Garland invited his wrestling team to his
home for a banquet on Tuesday night of this past week.
*
*
*
*
#
St. Cloud State College sports editor Dave Anderson had this
to say in his column "The Eastman Channel" — "Reports are
that Tom Otterdahl, leading scorer on Bloomington's Region Five
basketball champions, will enroll at St. Cloud this fall. Larry Lar
son at Moorhead State apparently has his wires crossed."
This writer's comment: A short time ago we made the state
ment that Tom Otterdahl may attend Moorhead State College this
fall. At the time of its printing — Otterdahl had planned on attend
ing MSC. It now appears that we have lost the Bear forward to St.
Cloud. My wires weren't crossed Dave.
*

*

*

*

*

Bobby Haddorf, Mound High School all-around athlete, was
namqd the state's most valuable high school athlete. Bob is a
brother of Jack Haddorf, St. Cloud State's fine basketball guard.
*
*
*
*
*
New York Yankees play the Twins tonight at Metropolitan
Stadium in Bloomington. The game will be televised over channel
six in Fargo.
•

*

*

#

*

Michigan Tech will host Moorhead State's Dragons in their
homecoming game next year.
*

*

*

*

*

A large number of high school athletes will compete in the
Dragon Relays tomorrow at Nemzek Field.
*

*

*

*

*

NSCC darkhorse St. Cloud State and defending champion and
pre-season pick as champion Winona State will play their sched
uled baseball doubleheader tomorrow at the Southern Minnesota
school.
*

*

*

*

*

*

There was a bit of a surprise in a loop baseball doubleheader
last Saturday. Mankato's Indians dropped a twinbill at Bemidji
State College. Beaver pitchers shutout the losers 4-0 and 2-0.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Ron Johnson, Co-Captain on last year's football team and a
Scholastic Little All-American gridder, will try out with the Min
nesota Vikings during the summer of the 1964 season.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MSC national wrestling champion Bucky Maughan has turned
down the Olympic tryout bid at West Point Academy.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Phil Jackson, Williston High School basketball star, has an
nounced he will enroll at the University of North Dakota.
*
*
*
*
FOLLOW THE DRAGONS
BASEBALL
May 6-(Mon.) — Minot at MSC - 3:30 at (Concordia College
Field)
May 7-(Tues.) - - Concordia at MSC - 3:30 at (Matson Field)
TRACK
May 4-(Sat.) — NDU Invitational at NDSU
TENNIS
May 3-(Today) — Bison Invitational at NDSU
May 7-(Tues.) - - UND — (3:00 p.m.) at UND
GOLF
May 3-(Today) — UND Invitational at Detroit Lakes
May 4-(Sat.) — UMM Invitational at Alexandria
May 7-(Tues) - • NDSU Dual Meet at Edgewood Country Club
in Fargo

Visit Our Store
10,000 Book Titles

NORTHERN SCHOOL SUPPLY
& EQUIPMENT, INC.
FARGO, N, D.

"McGregor Sportswear"
"Puritan Sweaters"
"Sir Richard Slacks

The North Dakota State Uni
versity golf team won the Moor
head State College-Concordia
College Invitational golf meet
last Friday afternoon at the
Moorhead Country Club.
The winning Bison contingent
shot a team score of 385 to ease
under second place University
of North Dakota 388.
Concordia c a p t ur e d third
place with 397, followed by
MSC with 399, Minnesota Mor
ris 416 and Bemidji State 419.
Paul Sanderson, Concordia's
ace linkster, stroked a 37-2 for
a 69 and medalist honors.
UND won the team two-ball
event with a score of 135. Concorida had 138, MSC 139, NDSU
141, Bemidji 144 and Minneso
ta Morris 145.
Don Rhoten paced the Dragon
golfers with a respectable 74.
Peter L y s a k e r and "Skip"
Adams shared 78's while Lowell
Jacobson finished with an 84
and Paul Chapman ended his
round at 85.
MSC played without the ser
vices of two letterman in Ron
Solheim and Peter Specht. Solheim had a touch of the flu and
Specht failed to qualify in last
week's play-off for the Friday
invitational.
Bobby Dahm led the winning
NDSU entry with a 36-37-73. Ace
Bison linkster Ron McLeod fin
ished with a 77.

Cobbers Defeat
MSC Netmen

Concordia's Cobbers handed
Moorhead State's tennis team
their second straight setback of
the current campaign by ousting
the Dragon aggregation 6-3 last
Thursday afternoon on the Dra
gon courts.
Russ Miller picked up the
only Dragon point in the singles.
The sophomore from Moorhead
defeated Dick Pett, 4-6, 6-0, and
6-2.

Mike Olson and Ted Hatlen
teamed together in a doubles
match to beat A1 Zinter and
Larry Gedde, 10-5. Jimmy Keskitalo and Frank Mousley
garnered the other Dragons
doubles points as they drubbed
Dean Knutson and Gary Kohls
10-8.

The netmen go across down to
day to participate in the Bison
Invitational. Then on Tuesday
Coach Bill Garland's racqueteers journey to the University
of North Dakota to meet the
Sioux in a dual meet starting at
3:00 p.m.

Golfers Compete
In UND Match

The Dragon golfers travel to
Detroit Lakes today to compete
in the University of North Da
kota Invitational. T o m o r r o w
they venture to the diamond
city of Douglas County to take
part in the University of Min
nesota Morris Invitational at
Alexandria.
Coach T. E. Smith has indic
ated that around 14 colleges
will participate in these pair of
invitationals. Smith also stated
that Rhoten, L y s a k e r and
Adams have earned spots for
the week ends meets. The other
three berths were selected dur
ing this week's qualifynig
rounds.
Next Tuesday the Dragons
meet NDSU in a dual meet at
Edgewood Country Club in Far
go.

Series

Split

by Larry Larson
It was a day of pitchers at Barnett Field in last Saturdya's
most important baseball doubleheader with Winona State College
and MSC.
The two teams split the Northern State College Conference
twinbill. Winona won the loop opener 2-0, in a spine-tickler, while
the Dragons took the measure of the second contest 1-0.
Warrior Chuck Weisbrod and Dragon Ed Kelly embarked in a
great opener.
MSC had gathered ten hits and Winona three safties going into
a scoreless last inning. Kelly had thrown a gem and did throw a
great game even though being tagged for the loss.
Three Dragon ground ball errors enabled the Warriors to win
the 2-0 game.
The Warriors started the trouble when Bob Leitzau walkedwent to second on a sacrifice and then scored along with Chuck
Zane after the MSC misques.
MSC had the sacks filled in the third with nobody out but
failed to score.
Losing pitcher Kelly fanned 10 warriors and winning hurler
Weisbrod struck out eight Dragons.
R
H
E
LOB
Winona
2
3
0
7
Moorhead
0
10
6
8
Weisbrod and Gunderson — Kelly and Fernholz.
$
*
*
*
*
MSC bounced back in the second game and evened the series
at one game apiece.
Lyle Hemingson was the hero in this 1-0 victory as the sopho
more righthander pitched the shutout and scored the winning run
on his solo homer over the left field wall.
The 322 foot blast was enough even though Winona outhit the
winners six to three. The win was Hemingson's third in as many
pitching assignments.
Merlin Saunders, freshman hurler from Granite Falls, helped
put out a smoldering fire in the sixth inning as Hemingson had
runners on first and second and nobody out.
The ace reliefer struck out four of the last six Winona batters
to help the Dragons earn a split in the two game series.
R
H
E
LOB
Moorhead
13
13
Winona
0
6
0
6
Hemingson, Saunders (6) and Fernholz. D. Papenfuss, Kosidowski
(6) and Gunderson.
*

*

*

*

*

The team took a 4-2 over-all record to Grand Forks and the
University of North Dakota yesterday but the outcome of that nonconference affair was not known as this paper went to press.
Next week the crimson and white diamondmen get rolling
again with four games in six days. Single games with Minot State
Teachers College and Concordia College are on tab for Monday
and Tuesday afternoons. The first will be played at the Concordia
College Field and the later at Matson Field. Both of these nonconference contests start at 3:30 p.m.
Then on Saturday afternoon conference darkhorse St. Cloud
State invades Matson Field for a schedule doubleheaedr set to get
underway at 1:00 p.m.

NSCC Baseball Standings

Pet.
1000
.500
.500
.000
.000

W
L
0
Bemidji State
2
1
MOORHEAD STATE
1
Winona State
1
1
0
0
St. Cloud State
0
2
Mankato State
(April 27th Results)
Winona
MOORHEAD
Bemidji
Mankato
Remaining Games
Sat. May 4 — St. Cloud at Winona (2)
Sat. May 11 —< Winona at Mankato (2)
St. Cloud at MOORHEAD (2)
Wed. May 15 — MOORHEAD at Bemidji (2)
Sat. May 18 — Mankato at St. Cloud (2)
Bemidji at Winona (2)
Sat. May 25 — Bemidji at St. Cloud (2)
MOORHEAD at Mankato (2)
BATTING
Name and Pos.
Lyle Hemingson, P
Marshal Thorstad, 1B
Richard Schubbe, SS
Allan Berglund, IB
Rober Fernholz, C, OF
Dorwin Marqualdt, 3B
Edward Kelly, P, OF
David Johnson, 2B
Larry Hartman, CF, RF
Norman Card, 2B
Gerald Hegna, LF, C
Thomas Engh, 1B
Gary Gullickson, C, OF
Merlin Saunders P, OF
Richard Menzel, P
Eugene Prosser, P
TOTALS

Lyle Hemingson (3.0)
Edward Kelly (1-1)
Merlin Saunders (0-0)
Eugene Prosser (0-1)
Richard Menzel (0-0)
TOTALS

G AB R
3
6
1
3
3
0
5
6 20
S
2
2
3 11
2
6 24
4
S 18
3
5 12
1
6 17
6
4
9
2
6 19
5
6 13
1
4
9
1
6 15
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
6 181 34

H
4
2
8
2
4
8
6
4
4
2
4
2
1
1
0
0
52

PITCHING

G
3
2
3
1
1
6

IP
16
14
15
0
1
46

E
0
0
6
0
3
4
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
16

H
18
10
19
1
3
51

2B 3B
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
2
0
2
.0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
x>
1
0
0
0
o 0
0
0
9
3
R
11
2
12
1
4
30

HR
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
D
0
4

Ave. RBI's
.666
2
.666
1
.400
1
.400
1
.363
3
.333
2
.333 11
.333
0
.235
6
.222
1
.215
3
.153
1
.111
0
.066
0
.000
0
.000
0
.348 32

ERA
4.50
0.00
5.90
27.00
36.00

BB
15
6
4
O
1
26

SO
16
15
15
0
1
47

For appointment call CE 3-6264

Center Avenue Barbershop
Ted Rue

SHOP TODAY

402V2 Center Avenue
Across from F-M Hotel
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
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